
Presbytery Plan 
The Presbytery of Melrose and Peebles, as you know, is currently undertaking  a review 
of all the ministries, congregations, and buildings in Presbytery with the intention of 
having a proposal in December.  Whatever is proposed will require to come to each Kirk 
Session and congregation in the area for agreement, tweaking, and moving forward.  Of 
course, there will be an opportunity for any congregation to appeal  but that should be 
in the knowledge of the reality facing the church today and should offer alternatives.  
However, we are not alone in this as congregations and presbyteries around the coun-
try are engaging with a similar process of changing the landscape of church life. 
 

Every Ending is a New Beginning 
When the elders and myself feel we have 
reached a place to move forward towards 
an ending of this period of Interim Ministry, 
then I will approach the members of the 
Transition Support Group (TSG) which was 
the team who came to lead our initial 
meeting of our three Kirk Sessions and that 
of our three congregations at Newlands in 

January.  This gathering of the three congregations will hopefully take place early in the 
New Year once we know the outcome of the Presbytery Plan proposals.  The TSG is 
made up of another Interim Minister, representatives from Presbytery, members of the 
Interim Ministry Task Group (IMTG), and a staff member from the Ministries Council.  
We will explore questions around what we have learned, what we have achieved, and 
what our priorities are for the future.  Not everything will be ‘tied up’ by that time and 
there will be loose ends to take forward, but there has to be a moment when the elders 
and congregations take responsibility again for our life together.  The TSG would then 
recommend to Presbytery that the Interim Ministry be brought to a conclusion and it 
will authorise that decision, after which it will be time for me to plan my leave-taking.  
That would fulfil the initial aim of an 18-24 month period of Interim Ministry. 
 

Future Shaping 
If the outcome of the Presbytery Plan is to make changes in the area affecting our Link-
age, then it may be that I continue with you for a period to assist in the negotiating of 
and changes, although such a decision will be negotiated with Presbytery and the IMTG.  
That may include such things as helping draw up 
any necessary Basis of Linkage, identifying the remit 
of future ministry, shaping of future governance, 
while also preparing leadership and congregations 
for the call of your new minister. 

Look forward in faith,  
God gives us life each day.  

Go onward with Christ,  
His Spirit guides our way.  

The focus of Interim Ministry 
Coming to terms with our history 

Discovering our new identity 

Planning for our Future 
 

 
 

What’s been happening? 
Interim Ministry continues in a number of ways, sometimes seen and sometimes un-
seen:  meetings with elders, members of the congregations, overseeing groups and 
teams, and leading worship with themes that engage with the issues we have been 
addressing.  Alongside my ministry here I have been, along with various colleagues, 
involved with churches for single, short or longer periods from Lanarkshire to West 
Lothian, from Stirling to Fife.   It has been a busy, challenging, but at times fruitful and 
creative time.  My main purpose with you has been to focus on the objectives set by 
Presbytery  which have included; offering a period of settled ministry, enabling the 
healing of relationships; strengthening the linkage; helping acknowledgement of hurt; 
enabling voices to be heard; and providing tools for better ways of working.  All I have 
been doing has been directly and indirectly focussed on these areas. 
 

Sharing insights 
Through meetings of each Kirk Session and joint gatherings, 
alongside conversations the Interim Minister has had with  
others, areas of progress have been identified.  A growing  
sense of strengthening of relationships within and between  
congregations, restoring trust, increased sharing, and creating 
respect, all of which are essential elements in congregational 
life and  important signs of a healthy church.  
 

 
 
  A question we might ask of ourselves is:  
  “Do we merely thole one another,  
  simply tolerate each other’s differences,  
  actually celebrate our diversity, or do we 
  truly desire to live as a reconciling community?”  
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Jesus’ command is to “love one another as I have loved you”. That does indi-
cate more than ‘putting up with one another’ but learning to live in communi-
ty where all have a place and purpose, where we anticipate the best in oth-
ers, while we seek the image of God in one another, and where grace and  
forgiveness are the expectation in our relationships.  It also means laying 

down aspects of our own self-interest, being open to learn from others as we admit we 
do not have all the answers, and where being church as the Body of Christ is not being 
afraid to acknowledge our wounds or our struggles. 
 

Team Work 
Various short-term linkage teams have been meeting to seek 
common purpose in this way.  The Mission Team devised a 
leaflet for wide distribution in our communities to show what 
the church is involved in beyond Sundays, both to encourage 
us and to raise awareness throughout the parishes of church 
community involvement .  The West Linton Sleep Out is being organised by a small 
group to link in with a world-wide event stemming from the Edinburgh Sleep Out to 
raise awareness and money for people who are homeless.  The Communication Team 
have been working hard to develop cross-linkage sharing of news, with increased use of 
Facebook and Websites to publicise events, while also noting the importance of sharing 
what happens in one church with all and, for example, offering invitations to events.  
We also obtained a new photocopier.  The Worship Team has been exploring a few are-
as of renewal; recognising how the short time between Sunday services impacts on the 
minister’s ability to take time to chat and listen; and affirming the importance of the 
experience and gifts of our Worship Leaders to help shape future worship experiences.  
The Pastoral Care Team have been sharing experience of the different ways we care, 
through the sending of cards, giving of flowers, the importance of visiting both formally 
and informally to support and care for one another, and organising ’training’ in aspects 
of caring and visiting.  The Kirk Sessions will be planning which Teams are most neces-
sary to help us in our future together.  
 

Elders Planning  
When the three Kirk Sessions met in August they identified how far we had come in the 
past year in rebuilding relationships of trust and respect resulting in a sense of greater 
confidence in moving forward together.  They identified words and phrases that 
seemed to describe both where they were and to help shape our future.  
 
Abundance   All I have is yours  Celebration  
Communication  Community   Empathy 
Forgiveness   Loving welcomes  Mutual need 
Tolerance   Working together  Varied perspectives 

Spreading the Word 
Elders recognised the responsibility of sharing with the wider congregation in conversa-
tion and action how things are moving forward and encouraging everyone to partici-
pate in this new phase of life together. 
 

Being Heard 
The Interim Minister is unfortunately not able to visit and have conversations with eve-
ry member, but has sought as wide an engagement as possible both within the three 
congregations and the wider community.  However, he is always available if anyone 
would like to chat through questions, concerns, confidential or general issues for un-
derstanding or clarification, in order to ensure your voice has been heard.  Please take 
this opportunity when you can. 
 

Your Interim Minister, Stewart McPherson, is available if you 
would like an informal chat or a confidential conversation. 
Tel:  01968 660221 
Mobile: 07814 901 429 
Email:   smcpherson@churchofscotland.org.uk 
 
 

Ways of Working 
We have been exploring and practicing how we might improve and consolidate our 
working and relating.  Breaking into mixed groups at meetings of the elders has been 
acknowledged as helpful to hear and to be heard, learn from each other, alleviate mis-
understanding, become respectful of our diverse perspectives, while also growing in 
trust.  Looking at how often we meet, how we distribute reports, agendas and minutes 
of meetings all aid our governance and enrich participation.  We have sought to seek 
best practice for timings of individual Kirk Sessions along with times we all meet togeth-
er and what the content and purpose of such meetings would be.  We also hope to 
make a more manageable diary for a future minister who would be expected to moder-
ate such meetings.   
 

Gathering Thoughts 
The three Kirk Sessions meet in early November to shape our thinking as we plan for 
the future. They will collate what has been learned in our time together and negotiate a 
process to take us forward. All of this will also now be influenced by whatever Plans the 
Presbytery propose for the future of congregational life in the Melrose and Peebles 
area. There is more detail of this in the November Newsletters. 


